Legacy Molding, Riverton, WY

http://legacymolding.com/

For over a decade, this company has been serving customers across many industry segments, providing parts ranging from basic - to those with extremely challenging geometry and tight tolerances. In addition, Legacy Molding has experience with hundreds of different materials - providing first-hand knowledge of their characteristics in the press and the impact on the finished component. Since its inception, the cornerstone of Legacy Molding's operating principles has always been the mandate to provide customers with rapid turn around and problem solving during each phase of the project. Transforming a difficult process into a controlled process is their strength.

Summer Intern: ideal candidates will be able to work with SolidWorks and probably be majoring in Mechanical Engineering. Although, other engineering majors with SolidWorks experience and interest working with a company that created molds for industry manufacturing is encouraged to apply. Position will be part-or-full-time during the summer (based on needs of the students) and will be paid hourly.

Send a resume to Rob Wright at Rob@legacymolding.com; candidates can call 307-857-1111 ext. 101 if wanting to ask questions about the position, the type of work to expect, and hours of week anticipated.